
High quality matting solutions since 1992



Ari-Matting Systems

Keeping facilities clean starts from entranceways, through which 
most of the debris is brought  into facilities. Using Ari Entrance 
mat the dirt can efficiently be removed from shoes and stopped 
from being carried into facilities. Well planned and efficient 
entrance mat saves cleaning expenses as well as repairing and 
maintenance expenses of floor coverings. A correctly measured 
mat ensures that debris is scraped from shoe soles.

Ari Entrance mat is a Finnish product manufactured in 
Finland, whose quality is ensured by using high-quality raw 
materials and state-of-the-art production methods. Ari mat 
is easily rollable from all directions, which makes it easy to 
handle and clean the dirt from under the mat.  The flexible 
material ensures easy and pleasant handling of the mat 
when assembling or cleaning. The elastic and adaptable 
material makes it easy to assemble the mat to unsymmetrical 
entrances. The mat can be divided into smaller parts by 
cutting according to patterns. This will make large mats easier 
to clean and handle.

The mat is especially designed to be placed at the 
entranceways of shopping malls, markets, office and industry 
premises as well as apartment buildings. The mat is suited for 
indoor and outdoor use.

The efficiency of the Ari mat is based on its 1746 bevels/
m2, which ensure efficient debris removal. The bevels also 
soften the step thus making the mat comfortable to walk on. 
Symmetrical surface patterning enables efficiency regardless 
of direction. Due to material and patterning the mat is never 
slippery.

The mat consists of 150mm x 150mm modules joined 
together with a patented attachment method that makes the 
seams almost invisible. The invisibility of the module seams 
ensures an elegant and tidy appearance. The modules are 
attached from all sides leaving no open seams in the mat. The 
attachment method does not require any special tools, which 
makes it very easy to fix a damaged mat.

Ari Entrance Mat

Finalize your entranceway with Ari - Matting Systems.

 Basic colours: red, black, blue, grey, green and brick red.
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Symmetrical pattern ensures  
efficiency regardless of direction.

The mat can easily be cut into all  
shapes.

The mat can be anchored into place 
when needed.

A chamfer strip can also be used in sur-
face mounting of the mat.

Due to its smooth surface this mat is especially well suited 
to locker rooms, washing areas, pool areas, balconies and 
other wet areas. The smooth surface of the mat makes it 
comfortable to stand on and easy to wipe clean. The material 
is flexible which makes it easy to handle and roll for cleaning.

Wet area mat consists of 150mm x 150mm modules, whose 
material and attachment method is identical to Ari Entrance mat.

Ari  Wet Area Mat

A comfortable surface for bare feet is an important feature. The mat 
must stay in place on a moist surface but it must be easily movable 
when cleaning fhe floors.

Basic colours:  blue, grey, green, beige, red and white.

Specifications

Material
- Plastic and NBR compound
- Tested for mat use
- Designed to endure heavy use
- UV resistant material

Warranty
2 years warranty from the manufacturer

Product information
- Thicknesses: 12.50mm, 16mm, 21mm and   
 25mm
- Weight (kg/m2): 5.2, 6.1, 7.1, 8.1
- Colours 150mm x 150mm: Grey, black, blue,  
 green, red and brick red
- Logo colours 50mm x 50mm: Grey, black,   
 blue, green, red, brick red and yellow

The water grooves on the back of the mat allow water to flow freely 
under the mat and stop moisture from staying in the patterns.

If there is no recess available, the mat can be anchored in place with 
specially designed anchors.

Module size 50mm x 50mm is designed primarily for forming logos 
and texts. By combining these logo elements into basic elements a 
unique, customized look can be formed.

Material
- Plastic and NBR    
 compound
- Tested for mat use
- Designed to endure   
 heavy use
- UV resistant material

Warranty
2 years warranty from the 
manufacturer

Product 
information
- Thickness: 10mm
- Weight (kg/m2): 4.8kg
- Colours: Blue, grey, green,  
 beige, red, white and  
 brick red

Specifications
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